Introduction/Links to Curriculum:
This term the Year 4 students are studying Civics and Citizenship as part of their Integrated Studies unit. As part of our study, the Year 4 students will be conducting a community walk to the Endeavour Hills Shopping Centre, where they will be learning about the facilities on offer to the community. They will be visiting the Endeavour Hills Library, Endeavour Hills Leisure Centre, Endeavour Hills Shopping Centre as well as viewing the CFA, Ambulance Victoria Depot, Police Station, Terrace Shopping Centre and Raymond McMahon Medical Centre. The students will be eating their snack and lunch at the Endeavour Hills Skate Park. During the excursion teachers will be wearing brightly coloured vests so they will be easily seen by students.

Prior to the walk students will have an opportunity to put an entry into the Endeavour Hills Shopping Centre Colouring In competition and whilst exploring the shopping centre, students will be able to search for their entry which will be on display.

After the walk students will return to school where they will receive a talk from two members from the Endeavour Hills Police Station. They will learn about what makes a good citizen and the role of a police officer.

Participants/Classes: 4CM

Date: Tuesday 22nd March, 2016

Times: Depart TMPS at 9.15am Arrive back at TMPS at 1.45pm

Venue/Address: Endeavour Hills Skate Park, Raymond McMahon Boulevard, Endeavour Hills
Endeavour Hills Shopping Centre, Corner Matthew Flinders Avenue and Heatherton Road, Endeavour Hills
Endeavour Hills Library, Raymond McMahon Boulevard, Endeavour Hills
Endeavour Hills Leisure Centre, 10 Raymond McMahon Boulevard, Endeavour Hills

Travelling Arrangements: Walk from Thomas Mitchell Primary School to Endeavour Hills Skate Park
Following their snack, walk to Endeavour Hills Shopping Centre, Endeavour Hills Library, Endeavour Hills Leisure Centre, grassed area behind the library, Endeavour Hills Shopping Centre again and back to the Endeavour Hills Skate Park
After lunch at the skate park, walk back to Thomas Mitchell Primary School

Food Arrangements: Snack and lunch including 2 drinks in a small back pack.

Cost: There is no cost for this activity.

Uniform: All students must wear school uniform including a school hat. Students are to bring a rain coat in case of inclement weather. Sunscreen is also recommended.

Permission form: To be returned by: Wednesday 16th March, 2016.

Teacher in Charge: Vanessa Morcom

Michelle Sal John Hurley
Contact/Coordinating Teacher Principal
THOMAS MITCHELL PRIMARY SCHOOL – 4CM EXCURSION – COMMUNITY WALK

I give permission for my child .................................to participate in the above excursion on Tuesday 22\textsuperscript{nd} March, 2016.

☐ I understand that there is no cost for this activity.

☐ 2 parent helpers are needed for this excursion. If you are available to assist on the day, please tick the box below. The teacher will be in contact prior to the excursion if you are required.

☐ I am available as a parent helper on the day.

I hereby authorise the teacher in charge of this event, to consent, where it is impractical to communicate with me, to my child receiving such medical or surgical treatment as may be deemed necessary.

My child has the following medical condition: .......................................................... and requires the following medication to be administered during this activity: ..........................................................

........................................................................................................................................................................................................................................

(a medication form has been completed and submitted to school).

Parent Name: .......................................................... Phone: ..........................................................

Signed: .......................................................... Dated: ..........................................................

Contact for day of activity: .......................................................... Phone for day of activity: ..........................................................